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COST-PLUS PRICING MODEL 

Under this pricing model starting, both the fixed and variable costs associated with employing a contractor 

are stacked to create a markup.  Some costs, such as workers compensation, MSP & VMS fees, liability costs 

and our administration fee, are non-terminating.  These costs will be billed for the life of the assignment.  

Other statutory (terminating) costs, like state and federal unemployment taxes (SUTA and FUTA) and Social 

Security (FICA) have a wage limit in which the taxes cease after the worker reaches that limit.  Any terminating 

costs accrued after the wage limit is reached will be rebated back to the customer at the end of the calendar 

year.  Terminating costs are reset at the beginning of each calendar year. 

Non-terminating costs 

• Non-terminating costs exist for the lifetime of an employee’s engagement

• These costs include but are not limited to liability costs, workers compensation, Medicare, and any

applicable VMS and MSP fees

• The Populus Group hourly administration fee is also a non-terminating cost

Statutory (terminating) costs and rebates 

• Terminating costs - including SUTA, FUTA and FICA – are costs an employer pays for any employee.

These costs each have a wage limit in which the taxes seize after the employee has earned a certain

amount in wages

• The terminating cost percentage, and associated SUTA wage limit will vary depending on the state of

the work location.  FUTA and FICA wage limits are fixed at $7,000 and $137,700 respectively for 2020

• Any terminating costs after the wage limit is reached will be rebated back to customer.  The

terminating costs reset at the beginning of each calendar year

http://www.populusgroup.com/
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Frequently Asked Questions: 
1. How are starting markups calculated, and why is each markup different?  

Each starting markup is based on the actual cost of that unique worker.  The most influential factors impacting 

that starting markup is the work state, position type and consultant pay rate.  Why?  Each work state has a 

different state unemployment rate, and each position type has an independent workers comp rate.  For 

example, a consultant doing admin work at $10/hr in Michigan will have a different starting markup than a 

consultant doing admin work at $10/hr in Texas, because the SUTA (state unemployment) rates are different 

in these states.  Additionally, a consultant working an office job for $10/hr in Michigan will have a different 

starting markup than a consultant working on a production line for $10/hr in Michigan, as these positions 

have different workers compensation costs.  

2. How is the rebate calculated? 

The rebate is based on any terminating costs (SUTA, FUTA, and FICA) that were paid by the client to Populus 

Group after the terminating limits were reached.  FUTA and FICA limits are consistent at $7,000 and $137,700 

respectively in 2020.  However, SUTA limits vary from state to state.  For example, our SUTA rate for Maryland 

is 1.5%, until the $8,500 SUTA limit set by the state of Maryland is reached. This means that the client will pay 

1.5% on the first $8,500 of the consultant wages. Once the consultant reaches $8,500 in wages earned, those 

taxes cease. Instead of lowering the bill rate to the client by 1.5% live time, creating an administrative 

headache, a rebate begins accruing for the client. 

3. How frequently are rebates paid, and how are they tracked (per resource, client, etc.)? 

Rebates can be paid out twice annually, or annually.  They are tracked for each individual consultant.  Populus 

Group does perform a monthly analysis to see how much rebate has accrued YTD.  We typically share this with 

our client so they can track on how much rebate is being accrued.  Progress toward terminating limits resets 

at the calendar year, meaning that when January 1st arrives, the client will receive a final payment for any 

rebates earned during that calendar year.  Progress toward those limits resets to $0, until the limits are once 

again reached. 

4. How do we determine workers compensation values? 

These are based on annual analysis of our true workers compensation costs.  We have one policy that covers 

all our W2 talent.  In short, we spread that cost across our entire contingent population, with the higher risk 

positions assuming more of the cost.  The low risk professional/administrative positions are priced as shown in 

the calculator.  Other positions, such as those in a light industrial environment, will cost higher. Worker’s 

Comp rates are based on the relative risk of the payrolled W2 workers. These rates can change each year 

based on our insurance policy but are typically relatively stable and thus you should NOT expect any 

significant increases or decreases to this portion of the markup year over year. 

5. What are the reporting capabilities for tracking a rebate? 

Each month, Populus Group can provide YTD totals showing the amount of rebate accrued thus far into the 

year.  That total will also be broken down by month. 
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